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Seeking to obtain a position in the operator department that will enable working with
fellow employees, and direct outside patients and families. As well as gaining more 
knowledge and experience in this field of which interested in working.

EXPERIENCE

Pharmacist Assistant
ABC Corporation - MAY 1999 – AUGUST 1999

 Developed prescribed product, attain product from the shelf, count 
specified quantity, place drug in an apt container, and label on items 
to be checked by pharmacists.

 Ensured to package product after it is checked by pharmacists.
 Performed drug scan, place it in the bag having printed paperwork as 

well as receipt.
 Ensured to sort packages to specific locations through a computer 

system scan into an apt tote to be shipped to stores.
 Received prescriptions from patients plus verify needed information is

written on the form.
 Printed prescription labels having information like name of patient, 

clinic, medication, and dosage instructions.
 Provided prescription labels, pharmacist, for review.

Pharmacist Assistant 
Delta Corporation - 1997 – 1999

 Responsible for a warehouse of cosmetic products.
 Monitored an Excel model for in-house inventory management; 

enabled the pharmacist to quickly check the stock level of each 
medicine Compiled and.

 Reconciled the prescription files and pharmacy system with medicine 
inventory and sales; found a misalignment between two databases, 
which contributed.

 Processed new prescriptions and third party medical insurance 
claims, maintained computerized patient profiles Counted, 
assembled, and labeled.

 Volunteered at the Veterans Affairs Hospital for 2 years every summer
helping veterans get to their medication.

 Would make runs with the medication cart, refilling medications in 
different areas of the hospital.

 Also had the task of answering phones at the front desk of the 
pharmacy as well as keeping up with incoming prescriptions and pill 
organization.
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EDUCATION

 NA in Business and Spanish - 2004(Lamar University - Beaumont, TX)

SKILLS

Computer Repair, Microsoft Office, Customer Service, Retail, Management.
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